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1 Introduction 
Causal Analysis based on STAMP (CAST) is a modern safety analysis technique developed by Leveson [1] which is 
based on the accident model Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) [2]. 
We developed an extension called SAHRA (STPA based Hazard and Risk Analysis) [11] for Sparx Systems 
Enterprise Architect (EA) [12] (Figure 1). 
EA is a popular commercial UML/SysML modeling tool which can be used for requirements engineering, system and 
software design. The corporate edition of EA provides multi user support with security permission system, scripting 
and automation API, SQL searches, configuration management integration, report generation and modeling 
functionality. 
SAHRA includes a MDG (Model Driven Generation) profile for STPA based on EA’s MDG technology [13] to provide 
additional diagram types, toolboxes, UML profiles, patterns and templates for STPA modeling. The SAHRA extension 
provides a context sensitive object browser for comfortable editing and special editors for performing STPA Step 1 
and Step 2. 
The SAHRA extension for Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect includes a domain specific language, also called DSL, 
profile which uses EA’s MDG technology as a base to provide new diagram types, toolboxes, UML profiles, patterns 
and templates for STPA [17] - [18]. 
This already existing Profile called MDG Profile for STPA developed by Krauss et al. [19] bases as the foundation for 
the development of the MDG Profile for CAST. The also formalized concepts of safety-guided design with STPA, by 
Rejzek et al. [3], are used as a basis for the documentation of the CAST profile. 
The goal of the MDG Profile for CAST is to integrate CAST seamlessly into SAHRA. This document describes all 
items of the MDG Profile for CAST. 
This document formalizes the concepts of safety-guided design with CAST mentioned in [3] by providing an overview 
of the diagrams, elements and connectors that are defined in the MDG Profile for CAST. While the implementation of 
the MDG profile itself is specific to EA, the concepts and the approach to extend UML with a specific profile for CAST 
is generic. The purpose of this document is therefore twofold: 
1. This document seeks to provide a comprehensive definition towards a domain specific modeling language for 
Causal Analysis based on STAMP (CAST), including the definition of terms, elements and graphical 
representation; 
2. It aims to document best practices with CAST and software tool SAHRA. 
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Figure 1: SAHRA – CAST based Hazard and Risk Analysis: an extension for Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect1 to integrate CAST with a 
UML/SysML modeling environment. 
1 Sparx Systems, Enterprise Architect, MDG Integration, and MDG Technology are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sparx Systems Pty Ltd., Creswick, Australia. 
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2 MDG Profile for CAST 
2.1 Overview 
The MDG Profile for CAST tailors UML to CAST with new diagram types, new element types and new connector 
types. A model (in this context) is a set of diagrams with elements which are connected by connectors. Connectors 
define a relationship between two elements. A connector has a source element and a target element. The visual style 
of a connector defines its meaning which can be altered by applying stereotypes. 
An element is a node on a diagram. Each element has at least these standard properties2: 
• Name – name of the element; 
• Notes – long description of the element; 
• Stereotype – Type of the element. 
All elements in the MDG Profile for CAST have additional properties (tagged values): 
• ID – user defined text to identify the element; 
• Context – user defined text to document the context of the element, for example diagram detail level; 
• ParentID – user defined text to specify the parent element ID. 
Some elements have special properties (tagged values): 
• Date, Time – user defined to specify date and time for action events. 
• IsMissing – user defined Boolean to define if a control action or feedback is missing. 
To provide the possibility to extend the MDG Profile for CAST, extensions can be used. We included in this document 
the extensions which were usefull in our case studies. To document the items which are available in the MDG Profile 
for CAST, a table according to table 1 is used in this document. 
 
Table 1: Item’s documentation scheme used in this document. 
Property Description 
Metatype Name of the item 
Purpose Purpose of item 
Extends UML item on which the new item is based on 
Stereotype Stereotype of the item 
Alternative Name(s) Alternative names which can be found in STAMP/CAST related documents and presentations 
Visual Representation Graphical example of the new item 
 
Figure 2 provides an overview of the diagrams, connectors, elements and extensions which are available in the MDG 
Profile for CAST. 
 
 
 
2 There are more properties available, but are not further used in this document. 
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Figure 2: MDG Profile for CAST - Overview of available Diagrams, Connectors, Elements and Extensions.
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2.2 Analysis Fundamentals Diagram 
2.2.1 Purpose 
This diagram is used to describe analysis fundamentals like: Hazards, its items and their connections (Figure 3). Valid 
links for Analysis Connector and related elements are defined in chapter 2.7.1. 
 
 
Figure 3: CAST Analysis Fundamentals Diagram Overview. 
 
2.2.2 Example Diagram 
 
 
Figure 4: Example Analysis Fundamentals. 
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2.2.3 Connectors 
2.2.3.1 Analysis Connector 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Analysis Connector 
Purpose 
Defines the relationship between two analysis elements. The direction of the 
connector defines the relationship, normally a potential path from cause to 
consequence. 
Extends UML::Association 
Stereotype STPA_AnalysisConnector 
Alternative Name(s) n/a 
Allowed Connections See 2.7.1 
Visual Representation  
 
 
2.2.4 Elements 
2.2.4.1 Hazard 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Hazard 
Purpose Represents “System state / set of conditions that together with particular set of worst-case environmental conditions will lead to accident” [1, p. 183] 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype STPA_Hazard 
Alternative Name(s) System Level Hazard 
Visual Representation 
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2.2.4.2 Safety Constraint 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Safety Constraint 
Purpose Describes a constraint that is enforced on a system or process. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype STPA_SafetyConstraint 
Alternative Name(s) System Safety Constraint 
Visual Representation 
 
 
 
2.2.4.3 Responsibility 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Responsibility 
Purpose Describes a responsibility of the controller. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype CAST_Responsibility 
Alternative Name(s) Safety Responsibility 
Visual Representation 
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2.3 Hierarchical Control Structure Diagram 
2.3.1 Purpose 
The Hierarchical Control Structure Diagram is used to create a functional, hierarchical model of the system under 
consideration with Controllers, Controlled Processes, (Missing) Control Actions and Feedback (Figure 4) as a 
foundation for the consequent analysis steps of CAST. 
 
 
Figure 5: Hierarchical Control Structure Diagram Overview. 
 
2.3.2 Example Diagram 
 
 
Figure 6: Example Hierarchical Control Structure. 
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2.3.3 Connectors 
2.3.3.1 Control Action Connector 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Control Action Connector 
Purpose 
Provides a route for Control Actions. 
A Control Action Connector can host a number of Control Actions as 
conveyed items. 
Extends UML::InformationFlow 
Stereotype STPA_ControlActionConnector 
Alternative Name(s) n/a 
Valid connections See 2.7.2 
Visual Representation 
 
 
 
2.3.3.2 Feedback Connector 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Feedback Connector 
Purpose 
Provides a route for Feedback. 
A Feedback Connector can host a number of Feedback items as conveyed 
items. 
Extends UML::InformationFlow 
Stereotype STPA_FeedbackConnector 
Alternative Name(s) n/a 
Valid connections See 2.7.3 
Visual Representation 
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2.3.4 Elements 
2.3.4.1 Controller 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Controller 
Purpose 
A controller affects the state of the system by providing control actions based 
on process model and feedback. A controller can be an automated controller 
or a human controller. A controller can provide and receive control actions and 
provide and receive feedback. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype STPA_Controller 
Alternative Name(s) n/a 
Visual Representation 
 
 
 
2.3.4.2 Controlled Process 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Controlled Process 
Purpose Represent the controlled process of the system under consideration. A controlled process can receive control actions and provide feedback. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype STPA_ControlledProcess 
Alternative Name(s) Dynamic System State 
Visual Representation 
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2.3.5 Connector Conveyed Items 
2.3.5.1 Control Action 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Control Action 
Purpose Represents a control action to change the state of the system. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype STPA_ControlAction 
Alternative Name(s) Control Action 
Remarks 
Control Actions can only be linked with a Control Action Connector. 
When multiple Control Actions are linked with the same Control Action 
Connector they are shown separated by commas. 
Visual Representation 
Hierarchical Control Structure Diagram and Step 2 Control Loop Diagram 
  
other diagrams 
 
Tagged Value IsMissing::Boolean 
Visual Representation with 
Tagged Value 
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2.3.5.2 Feedback 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Feedback 
Purpose Represents a system information. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype STPA_Feedback 
Alternative Name(s) Feedback, Control Feedback 
Remarks 
Feedback can only be linked with a Feedback Connector. 
When multiple Feedback items are linked with the same Feedback Connector 
they are shown separated by commas. 
Visual Representation  
Hierarchical Control Structure Diagram and Step 2 Control Loop Diagram 
 
other diagrams 
 
Tagged Value IsMissing::Boolean 
Visual Representation with 
Tagged Value 
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2.3.6 Extensions 
2.3.6.1 Hub 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Hub 
Purpose 
The hub element is an auxiliary element to route Control Actions and 
Feedback. It can be used: 
• to split Control Action Connectors into a number of Control Action 
Connectors, 
• to split Feedback Connectors into a number of Feedback Connectors, 
• to join Control Action Connectors, 
• to join Feedback Connectors, 
• to maintain the consistency of Control Actions and Feedback between 
different diagram representations of one HCS 
Extends UML::Fork/Join 
Stereotype STPA_Hub 
Alternative Name(s) Bus, Node 
Visual Representation  
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2.4 CAST Analysis Diagram 
2.4.1 Purpose 
The CAST analysis diagram is used to design the CAST analysis as a model. It consists of the analysis connector, 
which is also used in the STPA module and all the elements needed to describe a CAST analysis. 
The first level of the model is the controller which is being described. The next step is to define the Role Descriptions; 
these are set by default, which can be seen in the example diagram (Figure 8). Now the elements which are found in 
the CAST analysis can be added under the Role Descriptions. 
 
 
Figure 7: Step 1 Analysis Diagram Overview. 
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2.4.2 Example Diagram 
 
Figure 8: Example CAST Analysis Diagram as shown in SAHRA’s analysis editor. 
 
2.4.3 Connectors 
The diagram uses the Analysis Connector as defined in chapter 2.2.3. 
 
2.4.4 Elements 
2.4.4.1 Role Description 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Role Description 
Purpose It describes a role of a component in the safety control structure. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype CAST_RoleDescription 
Alternative Name(s) Controller Description 
Visual Representation 
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2.4.4.2 Unsafe Control Action 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Unsafe Control Action 
Purpose Represents a (potential) Unsafe Control Action, which typically leads to Unsafe Process State, Unsafe Process Reaction or Hazard. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype STPA_UnsafeControlAction 
Alternative Name(s) n/a 
Visual Representation 
SAHRA Analysis View: 
 
Other diagrams: 
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2.4.4.3 Flaw 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Flaw 
Purpose Describes a flaw in the process/mental model. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype CAST_Flaw 
Alternative Name(s) Model Flaw 
Visual Representation 
 
 
 
2.4.4.4 Context 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Context 
Purpose Describes a context of the controller. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype CAST_Context 
Alternative Name(s) Decision Context 
Visual Representation 
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2.4.4.5 Feedback Information 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Feedback Information 
Purpose Describes controller feedback information. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype CAST_FeedbackInformation 
Alternative Name(s) n/a 
Visual Representation 
 
 
 
2.4.4.6 Responsibility 
The CAST Analysis Diagram uses the same Responsibility described in chapter 2.2.4.3. 
 
 
2.4.4.7 System Safety Constraint 
The CAST Analysis Diagram uses the same System Safety Constraint described in chapter 2.2.4.2. 
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2.5 Proximal Event Chain Diagram 
2.5.1 Purpose 
In the CAST analysis, a Proximal Event Chain can clarify the whole occurrence that happened. This Event Chain 
Diagram is another possibility designing the Event Chain as an Activity Diagram deviation. 
 
Figure 9: Proximal Event Chain Diagram Overview. 
 
2.5.2 Example Diagram 
 
 
Figure 10: Example Proximal Event Chain Diagram. 
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2.5.3 Connectors 
The Proximal Event Chain Diagram uses the same Analysis Connector described in chapter 2.2.3.1. 
2.5.4 Elements 
2.5.4.1 Action Event 
 
Property Description 
Metatype Action Event 
Purpose Describes an Event/Action at a given point in time. 
Extends UML::Class 
Stereotype CAST_ActionEvent 
Alternative Name(s) Event 
Tagged Value 
• Date::DateTime 
• Time::Custom 
Visual Representation 
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2.6 Tagged Values 
For the new defined elements of the CAST Analysis “special” Tagged Values are needed. These can be scripted [16]. 
The following Tagged Values have been defined: 
 
Name Type Description Script 
Time Custom 
Time is used to define the 
time of occurrence of an 
ActionEvent. 
Type=Custom; 
Mask=DD DD; 
Template=__:__; 
Date DateTime 
Date is used to define the 
date of occurrence of an 
ActionEvent. 
Type=DateTime; 
IsMissing Boolean 
Is Missing is used to 
declare a Control Action or 
Feedback as missing 
Type=Boolean; 
Default=False; 
 
2.7 Rule Sets 
2.7.1 Analysis Connector Rule Set 
 
Valid connections for Analysis Connector 
 
Target 
C
on
tro
lle
r 
R
ol
e 
D
es
cr
ip
tio
n 
R
es
po
ns
ib
ilit
y 
C
on
tro
l 
Ac
tio
n 
U
ns
af
e 
C
on
tro
l 
Ac
tio
n 
C
on
te
xt
 
Fe
ed
ba
ck
 
H
az
ar
d 
Fl
aw
 
So
ur
ce
 
Controller          
Role Description          
Responsibility          
Control Action          
Unsafe Control 
Action          
Context          
Feedback          
Hazard          
Flaw          
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2.7.2 Control Action Connector Rule Set 
 
Valid connections for Control Action Connector 
 
Target 
C
on
tro
lle
r 
C
on
tro
lle
d 
Pr
oc
es
s 
H
ub
 
So
ur
ce
 
Controller    
Controlled Process    
Hub    
 
 
2.7.3 Feedback Connector Rule Set 
 
Valid connections for Feedback Connector 
 
Target 
C
on
tro
lle
r 
C
on
tro
lle
d 
Pr
oc
es
s 
H
ub
 
So
ur
ce
 
Controller    
Controlled Process    
Hub    
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3 Using MDG Profile for CAST 
3.1 Installation 
The MDG profile for CAST is automatically installed when the SAHRA [11] extension is installed. For more 
information, please refer to the SAHRA documentation. 
To check if the profile is loaded navigate to Configure | Manage Technology… . The MDG Technologies dialog 
should have an entry STPA (Figure 12). 
 
 
Figure 11: MDG Technologies Dialog. 
3.2 Diagrams 
The MDG Profile for STPA provides four new diagram types: 
• CAST Analysis 
• STPA Analysis Fundamentals 
• STPA Hierarchical Control Structure 
• STPA Step 1 Analysis*) 
• STPA Step 2 Analysis*) 
 
*) These diagrams are only required when the MDG Profile for CAST is used without the SAHRA extension. The diagrams are not needed by the 
SAHRA extension editors for the CAST Analysis View. 
 
To create a new CAST diagram, select STPA in the New Diagram dialog and select STPA under Select From: and 
the diagram type for the new diagram under Diagram Types: 
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Figure 12: New Diagram Dialog. 
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3.3 Toolbox 
When a CAST diagram is created, the STPA toolbox is shown (Figure 14). In case it is not shown, please click on 
More tools… and select STPA from the list. 
 
 
Figure 13: STPA Toolbox. 
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3.4 Properties Dialog 
The properties dialog can be opened with a double click on an element or with Properties… from a context menu. 
The user can enter name, notes as a long description and can edit other properties (Figure 15). To show special 
tagged values for the element, Register STPA must be selected on the right hand side (Figure 16). 
 
 
Figure 14: Properties dialog for a Action Event showing general properties like Name, Notes, Stereotype and other metadata. 
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Figure 15: Properties dialog for an Action Event. Notes field is empty. Register STPA is selected to show special tagged values for 
STPA/CAST. 
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